
Upcoming EventsMATH

Reminders to Students/Parents
Upcoming Events

• Check dojo messages daily.  Label all clothing and 
water bottles.

• When absent, please send a written note. 
• Make sure red HW folders are cleaned out daily.
• Bring sharpened pencils with erasers daily. 
• Return test folders signed the next school day.
• Use Raz-Kids for reading and Think Central for math. 
• Remember school is from 8:10-2:30 each day.

Don’t forget…

• Visit school website at PS155q.wixsite.com
• Teachers are available to meet on Tuesdays from  

2:30-3:45 p.m.

Chapter 9 Measurement
We encourage families to practice with your child to 

continue to do well or to help them perform better in 
chapter 9.
Chapter Essential Question
• How can you compare lengths of objects to put them 

in order?
• How do you measure length using nonstandard 

units?
There are several activities that will help your
child build their understanding of  measurement.

Which arrow is the longest? Place in order of longest     
t                                                        to is shortest?

Highlighted scholars of the month
1-301     Lucas Ramoutar             
1-303     Alexis Castro
1-305     Liam Marcus             
K/1-307  Jacob Martinez

• 3/5  Parent-Teacher Conference   
• (Half-Day  (Dismissal @ 11:30 a.m.) 
• 1st secession is from 1:00-3:00 p.m.
• 2nd secession is from 5:30-8:00 p.m. 

Science Fair will be held in the gym during PTC 

STEAM: Art
• Scholars will be reading Miss Rumphius and  the Life 

Cycle of An Apple Tree.
• Using various art materials they will be painting 

silhouettes of trees as discussed in texts.

ELA

Unit 4A-Planting for the Future
Anchor Text– Miss Rumphius
Supporting Text– The Family Tree

Scholars will  write their own narrative that tells what 
Miss Rumphius’s niece, Alice does after she learns several  
life lessons from her great-aunt and what she can do to 
make the world a more beautiful place.
They will:
Write a narrative in which they recount two or more 
sequenced events.
• Include some descriptive details about sequenced 

events
• Use temporal words to signal event order
• Provide some sense of closure to the story

ELA Highlighted scholars of the month
1-301     Emily Higgins
1-303     Hailey Palafox 
1-305     Adrian Singh
K/1-307  Jacob Martinez
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